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Recently it was proved, by Gerlits, Nagy and Szentmiklossy, that the space Cp(X) of conti-
nuous real functions on X, with the topology of pointwise convergence, is radial if and only if 
it is Frechet and that there exists a space X for which Cp(X) is pseudoradial but not Frechet, 
To find the precise border between the properties of being pseudoradial and Frechet for Cp(X). 
we introduce the classes of u-pseudoradial and {/-almost radial spaces. If S = (fa)a<x is a A-
sequence, a function q>: X-> A is called an S-function if fa(x) -= fq,(X)(x) for every a ^ q>(x) 
and every x e X. (S,f) is said to be an wfA-sequence if it is an co-sequence or it is a /A-sequence 
(A > co) and has a continuous S-function. A space Cp(X) is called w-almost radial if for any non-
closed A in it, there is an wtA-sequence (S f) such that S is a A-sequence in A a n d / e A — A. 
Various properties of w-pseudoradial and of w-almost radial spaces are proved. In particular, 
that, if £ is an ordinal number, then Cp(f) is pseudoradial if and only if it is w-almost radial. 
This implies that there exist w-almost radial spaces Cp(X) which are not Frechet. 
1. Introduction 
All spaces mentioned in this paper are completely regular Hausdorff spaces. 
In [G] J. Gerlits proved that for spaces CP(X) of continuous real valued functions 
on a topological space X endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence, 
the notion of Frechet and of sequential space coincide. Recently, J. Gerlits showed 
in [GNS] that also the notion of radial space coincide with the notion of Frechet 
space for CP(X) spaces, and Gerlits, Nagy and Szentmiklossy showed in [GNS] 
that the notions of pseudoradial and Frechet spaces are different for CP(X). 
In [AIT] a new class of spaces, namely the class of almost radial spaces, was 
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introduced. It contains the class of radial and is contained in the class of pseudo-
radial spaces. A natural question arises after Gerlits theorem from [GNS], whether 
the notions of almost radial and of Frechet space coincide in CP(X). In this paper 
it is shown that these properties are different in CP(X). Moreover, a special subclass 
of the class of all almost radial spaces of the type CP(X) is introduced, namely the class 
of u-almost radial spaces, which contains the class of radial spaces of the type CP(X) 
(i.e. the class of spaces Cp(X) which are Frechet spaces) but is different from it. 
The class of w-almost radial spaces is defined using the notion of wA-sequence which 
is introduced here as a generalization of the notion of uniformly convergent sequence 
of real-valued functions for "long" sequences of real-valued functions (namely, for 
A-sequences). 
For spaces of the type CP(X) a new subclass of thepseudoradial spaces is introduced: 
the class of u-pseudoradial spaces. It is observed that if X is metacompact, then 
CP(X) is w-pseudoradial if and only if it is Frechet. On the other hand, every w-almost 
radial space is w-pseudoradial and hence the radial spaces CP(X) are a proper subclass 
of the w-pseudoradial spaces Cp(X). 
A. V. ArhangePskii posed the problem of characterizing internally the class 
of spaces X for which CP(X) is pseudoradial. Here a rather complicated characteriza-
tion of this class is given, which can be regarded as a first step towards the solution 
of Arhangelskii's question. 
2. Preliminary results and definitions 
2.1. Definition. For any cardinal number X a A-sequnce S = (xa)a<x in a topological 
space X is a function ftom X to X. 
2.2. Definition. [AIT], [DIT] Let S = (xa)a<A be a 2-sequence in X and xeX. 
The pair (S, x) is called a ^-sequence if X is an initial and regular ordinal number, 
x is a limit point of 5, xa = xfi9 for a 4= P, a, p < X and x £ cl {xa e S: a < /?} for 
any)? < X. 
2.3 Notations. Let X be a topological space and A a X. We shall use the following 
notations: 
Lim A = {x e X: there exists a A-sequence S of points in A, such that x is a limit 
point of S;; 
t-LimA = {xeX} there exists a A-sequence S of points in A, such that (S, x) is 
a f A-sequence}; 
If T is a cardinal number, then 
Limt A = {xeX: there is a A-sequence S of points of A such that X ̂  x and x 
is a limit point of S). 
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2.4 Definition. [H] A topological space X is said to be pseudoradial if every subset 
A of X, for which Lim A c A holds, is closed in X. A topological space X is radial 
if for every subset A of X Lim A = A holds. 
2.5 Definition. [AIT] A topological space X is said to be almost radial if every 
subset A of X, for which f-Lim A a A holds, is closed in X. 
2.6 Theorem. (Gerlits [G, GNS)] The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) CP(X) is a Frechet space; * 
(b) CP(X) is a sequential space; 
(c) CP(X) is a radial space. 
Let us recall that an internal characterization of spaces X for which Cp(X) is 
Frechet is given in [GN]. 
2.7 Theorem (Gerlits, Nagy, Szentmiklossy [GNS]) Let f be an ordinal number, 
also considered as the topological space of all ordinal numbers less than ^ with 
the usual order topology. Then Cp(£) is Frechet if and only if cf (£) = co. Cp(£) is 
pseudoradial and non-Frechet if and only if £ is regular and X° < £ for every X < £ 
(i.e. f is a^-inaccessible). 
2.8 Theorem. [GNS] If X is metacompact and Cp(X) is pseudoradial then X 
is Lindelof. 
We will denote by R the real line with its natural topology, by Q the rational 
numbers in R and by Q+ the non-negative rationals. If <* is an ordinal number, we 
will use the same notation for the topological space of all ordinal numbers less than 
£, with the usual order topology. We denote by c0 the function c0: X -> IR such that 
c0(x) = 0 for every xeX. 
Recall that a family Q of subsets of a set X is called an co-cover of X (see [GN]) 
if for every finite subset F of X there is an element U of Q such that F c U. Finally, 
if Q = {Ua: a < X} is a family of subsets of a set X9 then we denote Lim Q = 
= [){C){Up:<z^p<X}:oi< X). 
3. Results 
3.1 Definition. Let X be a regular uncountable cardinal number and S = (/«)«< x 
be a A-sequence in Cp(X). A function <p: X -> A is said to be an S-function if /«(*) = 
= f<p(X)(x) for every a = c/?(x) and for every xeX. 
3.2 Remark. It is well known that if X is a regular uncountable cardinal and 
(aa)a<x is a convergent A-sequence in R, then there exists a0 < .A such that aa = aao 
for every a = a0 (a < A). Hence, for every convergent A-sequence S = (f^a<x 
in CP(X) there is an S-function <p: X -» X, namely cp(x) = min {a < X:ffi(x) = fa(x) 
for every ft = a}. 
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3.3 Definition. Let A be a regular uncountable cardinal. A A-sequence (f A-sequence) 
S = (fa)a<x in CP(X) will be said to be a uX-sequence (utX-sequence) if there is 
a continuous S-function cp:X -+ X. It will be convenient to call every usual (countable) 
sequence S = (fn)ne(a a uco-sequence (a utco-sequence). 
3.4 Remark. Let A be a regular uncountable cardinal and S = (fa)a<x be a con-
vergent A-sequence in CP(X). Let / be the limit function. It is natural to say that 
S is uniformly convergent to/ i f for every s > 0 there is an a0 < A such that |/(JC) — 
— f*(x)\ < e f° r every a = a0 and every xeX. But this means that there exists 
a < A, such that/a = /for every a = a. 
Hence, putting <p(x) = a for every xeX, we obtain a continuous S-function 
<p: -K -> A. So, every uniformly convergent A-sequence is an wA-sequence. It is easy 
to see that the convergence is not true. 
The following proposition (whose obvious proof is omitted) is probably known. 
3.5 Proposition. Let A be a regular uncountable cardinal and S = (fa)a<x be a A-
sequence in CP(X). Then S is convergent in CP(X) (i.e. there is a continuous function 
/ such that lim fjx) = f(x) for every xeX) if and only if there is an S-function 
a-*X 
cp: X -> A such that for every neco there exists an open neighborhood Unx of x 
such that |/;(x)(x) - f*M\ <
 1ln f o r every yeUn,x-
It is very easy to prove (directly or using Proposition 3.5) the following proposition, 
which again (see Remark 3.4) exhibits the analogy between tiA-sequences and uni-
formly convergent sequences. 
3.6 Proposition. Let A be a regular uncountable cardinal and S = (fa)a<x be an 
tiA-sequence in CP(X). Then S is convergent in CP(X). 
3.7 Example. There exists a space X and a convergent A-sequence S = (fa)a<x 
in CP(X)9 such that A is a regular uncountable cardinal and there is no uA'-sequence 
in the set {/a: a < A} (A' = X) convergent to the limit function of S. 
Proof. Let A be a regular uncountable cardinal and X be the Alexandroff's long 
line of size A (see [E]). Let fa: X -> R, for a < A, be defined by fa(x) = 0 if x = 
^ a, fa(x) = 1 if x = a + 1, and fa be linearly increasing from 0 to 1 for a ^ x = 
^ a + 1. Then S = (fa)a<x is a convergent to c0 A-sequence. Since X is connected, 
every t/A'-sequence S' = (ga)a<x* (where A' is a regular uncountable cardinal) is 
almost trivial (i.e. there exists a0 < A', such that ga = gao for every a ^ a0(a < A'). 
Hence c0 cannot be limit function of any wA'-sequence in the set {/a: a < A}. u 
3.8 Definition. Let X be a space. The space Y = CP(X) is called w-pseudoradial 
(respectively, u-almost radial) if for every non-closed subset A of Y there exist 
a uA-sequence (respectively, a utA-sequence) S = (fa)a<x in A9 which converges 
in Yto some/e_4\.A. 
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3.9 Remark. Obviously, every w-pseudoradial (respectively, w-almost radial) space 
is pseudoradial (respectively, almost radial), and every w-almost radial space is 
w-pseudoradial. Also every Frechet space is w-almost radial and hence, by Gerlits* 
theorem (see Theorem 2.6 here) every radial space is w-almost radial. (Of course, 
here by space we mean a space of type CP(X)). 
3.10 Proposition. Let I be a Lindelof space. Then CP(X) is w-pseudoradial if 
and only if it is Frechet. 
Proof. Let X be a regular uncountable cardinal and let S = (fa\<x be a wA-se-
quence in CP(X). Let cp: X -> X be a continuous S-function which exists by the defini-
tion of wA-sequence. Then for every xeX there is an open neighborhood Ux of x 
such that cp(y) — <p(x) for any y e Ux. Since X is Lindelof, there exists a subcover 
{UXn: neco} of the open cover {Ux: xeX} of X. Let cc0 = sup{<p(x.,): neco}. 
Then a0 < X and cp(x) ̂  a0 for every xeX . This means fa = fp for a, j? = a0, 
i.e. the A-sequence S is almost trivial. 
Hence, if Cp(X) is w-pseudoradial, then Cp(X) is Frechet. The converse is clear. 
3.11 Corollary. Let X be metacompact. Then Cp(X) is w-pseudoradial if and only 
if it is Frechet. 
Proof. Let CP(X) be w-pseudoradial. Then it is pseudoradial and, since X is meta-
compact, from Gerlits' theorem (see Theorem 2.8 here) it follows that X is Lindelof. 
Now apply Proposition 3.10. H 
3.12 Proposition. Let f be a regular cardinal. Then Cp(i) is pseudoradial if and 
only if it is almost radial. 
Proof. Let Cp(£) be pseudoradial. If cf(£) = co, then, by Theorem 2.7, it is Frechet 
and hence almost radial. So we can suppose that cf(£) > co. Let A be a regular 
uncountable cardinal, X g £ and S = (fa)a<p be a convergent to c0 A-sequence 
in C,(€). 
Since cf(£) > co, for every a < X there exists ca e R and xxeZ such that 
/«|[*«»0e-V 
Let us suppose first that lim ca = 0. 
a-*X 
Since cf(£) > co. we have that /?£ = ^ + 1. Hence every / a e S has an extension 
Pfa' t + 1 -* R. Obviously, j8/«({) = ca. 
Since lim ca = 0, we obtain that the A-sequence S
p = (Pfa)a<x is convergent to 
c0 in Cp(£ + 1). But, since cf(£ + 1) = 1 = co, we obtain, from Theorem 2.7, 
that Cp(f + 1) is a Frechet space. Hence there is a sequence (j8/an)W6c, converges to 
c0 in CP(Z + 1). But then (/an)„eco converges to c0 in Cp(^). So the function c0 can be 
obtained as a limit function of an usual sequence in the set {/a: a < A}. 
Let now be false that lim ca = 0. 
a-»A 
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Then we can suppose, eventually taking some A-subsequence of S, that ca 4= 0 
for every a < X. Indeed, if there is a cofinal A-subsequence (cap)fi<x of the A-sequence 
(ca)a<A, such that cap = 0 for every J? < X, then the ^-sequence S
9 = (fap)fi<x is con-
vergent to c0 A-sequence in Cp(£) and lim cap = 0. Hence we can argue as in the 
previous case. So, we can suppose that there exists a0 such that ca 4= 0 for any a = a0. 
Now, we can obviously take a A-sequence converging to c0 in Cp(£) for which ca #= 0 
for every a < X. 
.Let, for every keco,Ak = {cc<X: \ca\ = 1/fc}. 
Then \J{Ak: keco} = X and, since X is a regular uncountable cardinal, it follows 
that there exists k0eco such that \Ako\ = X. 
So, passing eventually to some cofinal subsequence of S, we can suppose that 
|ca| ^ l/fc0 for every a < A. 
Let U(k0,fa) = {xef: |/a(x)| < l/fc0}, for a < X. Since |ca| ^ l/fc0 for every 
a < X, we obtain that U(k0,fa) c [0, xa) for every cc < X. 
Hence |C/(fc0,/a)| < f, for every a < X. 
Let now X' < X. Then, since A _̂  <J and f is a regular cardinal, we have 
\{J{(k0,fa): a <!'}]<£. 
Hence {U(k0,fa)cc < X'} is not a cover of f and, consequently, not an co-cover 
of £. This implies that c0 £ cl {/a: a < X'} for every A' < X, since the following fact 
is easily verified: 
Claim. Let A = {fa: a < T} c CP(X) and U(k, a) = {xeX: \fa(x)\ < 1/fc}, for 
a < T, fc e a). Then c0 e _4. if and only if Qfc = {U(k, cc): a < T} is an co-cover of X 
for every keco. 
So, every convergent to c0 A-sequence S in Cp(^) contains a cofinal convergent 
to c0 fA-subsequence S. 
Hence, we have proved that for every A c= Cp(£), Lim A = f-Lim A holds. Con-
sequently, Cp(^) is almost radial. a 
3.13 Corollary. Let £ be an ordinal number. Then Cp(£) is almost radial if and 
only if Cp(£) is pseudoradial. 
Proof. If cf(^) = co then Cp(^) is Frechet (Theorem 2.7) and all is clear. If cf (£) > co 
then, again by Theorem 2.7, Cp(£) pseudoradial implies that f is a regular cardinal 
number. Now we can apply Proposition 3.12. u 
3.14 Lemma. Let ^ be a regular cardinal and A c Cp(£). Then 
Lim A = LimKo u Lim^ A . 
Pr6of. The proof follows from arguments similar to those given in Proposition 3.12. 
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3.15 Proposition. Let £ be an ordinal number. Then Cp(t;) is pseudoradial if and 
only if it is u-pseudoradial. 
Proof. Let Cp(€) be pseudoradial. If it is Frechet, then obviously it is ti-pseudo-
radial. So, let us suppose that Cp(f) is not Frechet. Then £ is an uncountable regular 
cardinal (even otvinaccessible), by Theorem 2.7. 
Let us introduce the following operation ~ on S-functions. 
If (p: <J -» <J is an S-function, we define <p: £ -> £ by 
ф(x) = 
Obviously, q> is again an S-function, but (p(x) _ x holds for every x e { . 
Let S = (/a)a<$ -• c 0. We will prove that there is a cofinal ^-subsequence S' of S, 
which has an S-function <p': £ -> £ of the following type: 
ę(x) if x < ę(x) 
x + 1 if x ^ q>(x) and x is a non-limit ordinal 
x if x ^ ę(x) and x is a limit ordinal. 
,, v fx if x is 
v ( j e ) - l x + l if x is 
a limit ordinal 
a non-limit ordinal. 
For convenience, we will use the following notations, which distinguish between 
different occurrences of £. Let £ = [0, £); ^(<x) = £ for any a e { , <^("1) = <!;; 7ra: 
£(«) _> £ i s the "identity" function for a e <!; and a = — 1. Put K-t = TC.J. If a is 
a limit ordinal, define |(fl° = £ and na: |
( c t ) -> f, the "identity" function. 
Consider the sequence S above, where each fa: £ -> IR is a continuous function. 
Let <?>_!: { --* ^ ( _ 1 ) be the following function: 
p-ifc) = Trlftmin {a < {:/,(*) = 0 , VjS = a}). 
Obviously this is a well-defined function and it is an S-function. 
Consider <p-x: £ -> £
( _ 1 ) . 
We shall define, by transfinite induction, for any a e { , points j a e f and, for a 
non-limit za e <J; functions Ka: f
(flt) -> £ and <pa: f -> f
(flt) (for — 1 ^ a < £); functions 
/xa (for a e £), which, when a is non-limit, go from £
( a ) to ^ ( a " 1 ) , while, when a is 
a limit ordinal, go from £(flt) to <f(flt), finally, for a e f, ^-sequences S(flt) = (/aa))a<$(a) 
of continuous functions /^ a ): £ -• IR. Suppose that they are all defined for every 
a = JS, where - 1 ^ 0 < £ 
Let a = J5 + 1. Define 
yp+i = y« = ™n {* e f: ^ ( x ) 4= 7ty *(x) for x limit, or 0fi(x) # 
njx(x) + 1, for x non-limit} . 
Define jf.: £ ( ' + 1 ) - > £W by 
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VЧ+.M i f У <nßli(Уß+i) 
ПßҚУß+i) i f V = яJ+iGv+i) and yß+1 is non-Jimit 
Џß+1(y) = • *д(-Vд+l) +
 Пß\ђ Іf ľ = *JІl(Уß+l) + 1 + ^+lOtyyд + i 
is non-limit, A є Ç 
фДy/ř+i) + ЯДҶA) if y = n;+\(Уß+1) + ҡ;+\(X),Уß+1 
is limit, A є Ç . 
lлtкß+1 = кßџß+1. So ic^+1: £
(/ř+1) -• t 
Define S (>+ 1 ) = (/Г+ 1 )),«(/J + l)by/^+ 1> = /к,+1(<5). 
Def ine<^ + 1 :č->č
( / , + 1 ) by 
ЏÏІiФß(x) if ( x < ^ + 1 ) oг (x ̂  y ř + 1 and Фß(x) > фß(yß+1)) 
ęß+1(x) = ìщ+\(Уß+i)
 i f * = ^ + ь #*(*) = <rV(Y>+i) and j>,+1 limit 
nJiiІУß+i) + 1 if x = yß+l9 фß(x) = <?Дy/, + i) and yß+1 
. non-limit. 
Definezд.ц = кßфß(Уß). 
Let a be a Hmit oгdinal. Define ę'a: ţ -* |
(<x) by 
ęa(x) = min {тt;
lҡß <pß(x): - 1 = ß < a}. 
Take ф'a: t -> f
(ðt). 
Define >>a = min {xєÇ: фa(x) ф я^Ҷx) foг x limit, oг фa(x) Ф я^Ҷx) + 1 
foгxnon-limit}. 
Define j>a = sup {yß: ß < a} and ÿa = sup {кß тzß
l(yß): ß < a}. 
Define кa: cf
(в) -> £ by 
ҡa(y) if я;_
1
1(o) = y < ñ;_\(Уo) 
Kßfa1 na(y)) if ҡa(yß) UУ < ña(Уß+i), for ß < (X, ß non-limit 
Kßfä1 тta(y)) if ҡ-Қyß) UУ < ҖГҶty+i), foг ß <<x,ß limit 
j a + A if y = Ä^ҶУÍ) + я^
1^), A є «. 
Define now џa: &
a) -> f(flt) by 
'*7lцfy) if ľ< яľЧл) 
й^Ҷya) if У = ^ľҶya) and >>a isnon-limit 
<Pa(ya) + TCҶA) Іf ľ = Яa"Ҷy«) + 1 + 7^ ҶA), A Є £, ^ ПOП-lІШІt 
^a(Уa) + П;l(X) if У ^ ^ í y j + яГҶA^Aєf.y. limit. 
Let кa: ţы -> £ be given by кa = к ^ and S
("> = tøв))**(«> where/y






A"1 <P«(*) if (x < ya) oř (x = ya and &(x) > $'a(ya)) 
*«"10v) + - i f ^ y - ^ W ^ l W and ya non-limit 
^«"1(y«) if x = y a , <p'a(x) = $'a(ya) and y, is limit. 
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Take <pa: £ -> £
(<x). 
Let us now remark that, if at some step a > 0 the point ya is 0 (as the minimum 
of an empty set), then we stop the induction because all what we need is already done. 
So, the above written formulas hold on the assumption that ya ?-= 0 for every a > 0. 
Then induction can be done for every a < ^, since £ is a regular cardinal number. 
From the construction, it easily follows that the functions \ia, Ka, Ka are one-to-one. 
Moreover, the following hold: 
yo < yi < y2 < ... <y'a> = y<0< y^+t < ...; z0 < zi < ... < z„ < ... 
... < - w < ...; s B s(0) 3 s(1) 2 ...; (fZp)p<* <= s
(a); 
<pa is an S-function for S
(a) and 
x is limit 
x is non-limit 
Define now K': I, -• <J by 
Лi) -
y if 0 = y < y0 
' Kfi nJ1(y) i f yp = V < yfi+i and /? is non-limit 
fy ty b) i f y/J = y < yp+i a b d 0 is limit. 
Finally, define S' = (/;)y<< by/; = /K,(y), and <p':t-+£ by 
(p'(x) = min {np <pfi(x): - 1 = p < £} . 
Then S' 3 (/zj«<«, a non-limit, 
*«-fc+« Ï 
x is limit 
x is non-limit, 
and <p' is an S-function for S'. But <p' is obviously a continuous function. Hence S' 
is a wf-subsequence of S which converges to c0 in Cp(^). 
Now, using Lemma 3.14, we obtain that Cp(£) is w-pseudoradial. 
The converse implication is obvious. u 
3.16 Theorem. Let £ be an ordinal number. Then Cp(£) is pseudoradial if and only 
if it is w-almost radial. 
Proof. Let Cp(£) be pseudoradial. Then, by Corollary 3.13, it is almost radial. 
In the proof of Proposition 3.15, it was shown that every convergent ^-sequence 
in Cp(£) has an w£-subsequence. Hence, if we start with a resequence 5, then we 
obtain, arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.15, an ut^-subsequence of S. This 
implies that Cp(£) is w-almost radial (using once more Lemma 3.14). u 
3.17 Remark. CP(X) is pseudoradial (respectively, almost radial) if and only if 
the space X has the following property: for every family of open systems {cor = 
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= {Ua: a < A}: r e 0} (where A is a cardinal number) such that, for every a < A, 
\J{Ura: r e Q} = X, U^ U'Jovr < s, \J{U
r
a: r < t} = Ua, (f){U
r
a: r e Q
+ } ) \ U°a * 
4= X and co'r = {Ua \ Ua
r: a < A} is an co-cover for every r e Q+ , there exist a A' ^ A, 
a function 5: A' -> A and an open cover co = {Ur:reQ} such that U{^r«* r < *} = 
= Uf, Ur cz IIs for r < s, co 4- {l/a: r e Q} for every a < A, and, for every fc e co, 
Lim {Vp: p < A'} = X (respectively, and for every fi0 < X', there exists fee co such 
that c0J0 = {V/: j8 < /?0} is not an co-cover of X), where for every j8 < A and every 
keco, V\ = [){(Ursm n LI
11) \ (r7Jtf) u U
q): r, s, p, qeQ, r > s, p > q, r - q < 
< 1/fc, p - s < 1/fe}. 
The proof is direct and technical, although almost straightforward and for this 
reason we omit it. 
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